Report of JICA Expert to the 5th Census Technical Committee (CTC)

1. Construction of the new building of the NIS

The Government of Japan approved of the utilization of the counterpart fund of the Non-Project Grant Aid of USD 885,827- for the purpose of the project for the construction of New Building of the NIS in August 2006. The construction is now ongoing and is scheduled to be completed until the beginning of Dec. 2007.

2. Fund Contribution to the Census

The total cost of the Census is about USD 6 millions (not included the cost of the new building and equipped facilities). The NIS has already applied for the 2nd counterpart fund of the Japan Non-Project Grant Aid of USD 1,968,212- for the purpose of the project for supporting to the implementation of the Census to fulfill the shortage of the fund for the Census other than the new building. The application form has already been sent to Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan. That is the final stage of the application.

3. Technical cooperation project phase II for the Census by JICA

The current technical cooperation project phase I mainly for statistical trainings by JICA is scheduled to be closed on 18 March 2007. The new technical cooperation project phase II for the Census by JICA will be implemented from April 2007 to Sep. 2010.

4. Print of name and logo

On the print of name and logo, the Government of Japan and JICA would like to confirm as follows: The names and logos of the NIS and Census are printed on the outputs such as publications, the media of the public relations and campaign, the enumeration materials, and the machineries and equipment of the Census. At the same time, the names and logos of UNFPA, the Government of Germany, the Government of Japan, and JICA also are printed.
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